
Horse Stats is a detailed form guide displayed in a table format which analyses a horses 
chance in an event based on a number of statistics and figures.

The table contains twelve month ratings for the horse itself, the trainer, prizemoney and 
strike rate ratings for the horses success over a certain distance, track and going.

Additional figures included with horse stats provide punters with an abundance of details 
to help assist them with selections in a race.

Factors such as the predicted degree of difficulty a horse will encounter at their upcoming 
start compared to their last run, expected position in running, winning distance range and 
more feature in the comprehensive HorseStats view at the race.

At the end of two panels worth of statistics, Horse Stats provides a computer generated 
FormScore rating which is done for both a horses career and last 12 months of racing.

The layout of HorseStats makes it easy to compare all the ratings of each horse to each 
other.



HORSESTATS EXPLANATIONS

TOP RACE HEADER INFORMATION

All strike rates shown as follows….

Race Name and Race Class, Prizemoney inc race start time
Strs Number of starters

Uq W Individual number of winners in race

No W12m Number of individual winners in the last 12 months

Trat Average of Trainer ratings for the race (Range 0-10, 10 = best) 

Jrat Average of Jockey ratings for the race (Range 0-10, 10 = best)

TCAR$ Total Career earnings of all runners engaged

F$st Average prizemoney/start for full field

Sts Total number of starts by all runners engaged (average number of runs per
runner)

Wins Total number of wins by full field (h = number of horses – average wins per
starter) Field winning average

Dist Total number of distance winners in field (h = number of horses – average
wins per starter) Field average SR at Distance

Grp1 Total number of Gp1wins by full field (h = number of horses – average wins
per starter) Field winning average at Group 1 level

BType Total number of Black Type wins by full field (h = number of horses – average
wins per starter) Field winning average of Black Type races eg G1, G2, G3 or
LR

Barrier Position and Favourite Information
W/P W/P win and place percentage for each barrier position

Favourite Stats Favourite Stats for last four meetings at today’s course. Information shown
Date of meeting/State of Track/number of favourites (=favs) (number of races)
win SR and Place SR.
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HORSE PANEL INFORMTION

TOP PANEL
TAB Runner TAB number (You should always check official track conditions to

ensure TAB number are correct before betting.)

Form Runner Form Figures

Horse Horse name

AS Age and sex of runner

BP Barrier position

WT Handicap weight

HWT Highest weight carried to a win by runner NB If no wins, highest placed weight
shown with p beside weight

JOCKEY Declared rider, (w) after name means winning rider back on, (+) means jockey
change from last run

JRat Jockey rating (0 to 10) based on short and long tern strike rate. h Signifies
jockey riding “hot” ie better than average strike rate

TRAINER Trainer of horse

TRat Trainer rating (0 to 10)  based on short and long tern strike rate. h Signifies
trainer training “hot” ie better than average strike rate

SJRT Combined Jockey/Trainer Strike Rate % (Win SR in bold and in the money
SR/number of attempts

$12m Average prizemoney per start for last 12 months

$car Average prizemoney per start for career

$var Variation in average prizemoney per start, Career versus last 12 months eg
+$1540 means horse average earnings in last 12 months $1540 higher than
career average

SRC Career win strike rate

SR12 12 month win strike

SRV Variation of win strike rate, Career versus last 12 months eg –13 means strike
rate in last 12 months down 13% on career strike rate

SRCS Strike rate for today’s course

SRDS Strike rate at today’s distance (+or- 10%)

SRCD Strike rate at today’s course and distance (+or-50m)

SRGd Strike rate on good/fast tracks

SRDd Strike rate on dead tracks

SRWT Strike rate on wet tracks (slow+heavy)

DLW Number of days since last win

RLW Number of runs since last win

SRGRP Strike rate in Group 1/2/3 races

AW$ Average winning odds of runner

(in no wins = NA if one win odds followed by p)

GEAR CHANGES 

Gear changes are display under the second table.

Only information that is known at time of publishing is displayed. You should always check
official guides for the latest track conditions.



SECOND PANEL
TAB TAB number

HORSE Horse name

FORM L/S Details of last run. Finish position, margin, Track, Distance, Class of race,
State of Track (g,d,s,h).   A * after class means horse featured in stewards
report last run.

SP Starting Price of last run (Dividend)

SP% Last start race field spread eg percentage of field which finished within 6
lengths of winner  eg 70 means 70 percent of the field finished within 6
lengths of the winner.  The smaller the number the bigger the spread of the
field at the finish.

DOD Degree of Difficulty. Measures in kilos the class difference last start and
today’s race. Eg + 1.5 horse meets field estimated to be 1.5 kilos stronger.  –
2 means horse meeting a field 2 kilos weaker than last run

Btrial Details any barrier trial since last race start eg W-1200m a winner of 1200m
trial

BPC Change in barrier position from last run to today’s run eg –3 means in 3
barrier positions compared to last run

WC Change in handicap weight from last run to today’s run, expressed in kilos (+
or -)

DC Change in distance from last run to today’s run in metres (+ or -)

DLS Number of days since last run

RTC Number of runs this campaign after a spell.  (NB a spell is 63 days)

KmT Number of kilometres travelled this campaign

FPLC Details of same run from last campaign, where applicable. Eg if runner 5 th up,
then details of 5 th up run last campaign are shown.

SRAC Strike rate for all previous campaign runs as today’s run. Eg if 5 th up then SR
for all career  5th up campaign runs shown

WTC Number of wins this campaign

RTD Number of runs this distance, this campaign

MIND Minimum winning race distance in last 2 years if a maiden then have placed
distance range eg - p1000

MAXD Maximum winning race distance in last 2 years if a maiden then have placed
distance range eg - p1400

BTDRY Best race time for today’s dist. (+ or – 50m) on a dry track in last 12 months

BTWET Best race time for today’s dist. (+ or – 50m) on a wet track in last 12 months

ESP Average early speed (metres/second) of runner at this distance (+ or – 15%)
in last 12 months.  (NB. Fastest two early speed figures averaged.)

FSP Average finishing speed (metres/second) of runner at this distance (+ or –
15%) in last 12 months.  (NB. Fastest two early speed figures averaged.)

PACE Expected position in running based on previous running styles for this
distance (+ or – 10%)

FOR Number of runners this horse has beaten in last 12 months

AGST Number of runners who have beaten this horse in last 12 months

ADV Average Advantage figure. Shows + or -  For/Against figure averaged over
number of race starts. Eg. +2.5 means this horse on average beats 2.5 more
horses home per run than beats it.

FCA
FormScore career. Computer generated figure taking into account full career
form factors. This score varies depending on the quality of the field and can
range from 200 to 800,

FR FormScore Recent form. Computer generated figure taking into account
recent form factors

FW FormScore wet. Computer generated figure taking into account  wet track
factors

ML Morning line expressed as a dividend. (Market set to 130%)


